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 Driven by today’s market demand, semiconductor is pushing towards the zero-defect 
direction. The improvement demanded in semiconductor manufacturing is becoming 
increasingly challenging. In this paper, common molding defects comprise of voids, 
incomplete fills, and piping holes are studied systematically, focusing on three key areas: 
1) Potential mold flow weakness; 2) Molding temperature stability; as well as 3) Defined 
pressure effects. The in-depth understanding of mold flow in the LF design is achieved via 
mold flow numerical tool. The numerical model prediction is verified by short shots and 
end-of-line auto vision data. Advance Process Control (APC) is adopted to measure the 
stability of key molding parameters like temperature, transfer profile and pressure. The 
mechanism of transferring the compound in relation to pressure is also analyzed and its 
effect to molding quality is also assessed. A methodical approach is utilized to understand 
the process and equipment built-in capabilities from two different equipment 
manufacturers. The real time transfer profile monitoring is activated for diagnosis of the 
system issue which leads to the finding of design error of a critical component. The dual 
temperature controller on one of the systems is analyzed to stabilize temperature for 
improved compound flow-viscosity control. The process limitations are assessed and 
transfer profiles are optimized to modify the melt front. By shifting the molding defects to 
non-critical location, the formation of void at the 500um diameter bonded wire loop peak 
will be avoided. The verification of potential negative impacts resulted from changes to 
improve voids, incomplete fills and piping holes are also included in this study. Up-front 
analysis by adopting numerical tool as a means of understanding the existing design and 
identifying improvement approach are proven to be useful. 
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1. Introduction  

As today’s market requirement on semiconductor is moving 
towards the direction of zero defect. This demanding requirement 
has led to improvement not only at manufacturing process control 
but also at the mold design level without additional cost. The 
molding process is being chosen due to its high through put per 
cycle of production. Any imperfection of this process will lead to 
high quantity of rejections. Ishikawa diagram, Pareto analysis, 
and Taguchi design of experiments tools are often adopted to 
address the molding related issues [1,2] but lack of online 
feedback data to ensure sustainable quality becomes questionable. 

A computer-aided mold design tool with mold shot library built-
in to reduce lead time and cost of mold tool design and fabrication 
has been formulated [3]. This developed methodology does not 
take into consideration the interaction effects of mold compound, 
process parameters, and design. In recent years, vacuum assisted 
molding has been accepted as a potential solution to reduce void 
formation [4,5]. However, this feature will incur higher running 
cost. The surge of introduction of Cu wire to replace Au wire due 
to high Au price [6] has leaded to new sets of bonding metallurgy 
and process issues. The effects are pre-mature failures and higher 
production yield losses [7-11]. Adversely, Cu wire brings along 
molding advantage of resistant to wire sweep due to its higher 
modulus. Thicker diameter wire can also provide high resistance 
to wire sweep during filling of mold cavities [12].  But, it can also 
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influence the compound flow which can trap the air and cause 
mold voids.  

In this paper, the potential pitfall of molding due to 
compound flow, temperature stability, pressure control, static 
DOE results, and interaction effects are being investigated using 
numerical tool, advance process data control, and in-depth 
understanding of equipment design.  

2. Potential mold flow weakness 

The design of package had played the main role that can 
influence the mold flow pattern [12]. Design of package included 
die size, wire size, number of wire, wire bonding pattern…etc. 
Figure 1 showed the DOE matrix for simulation, by using the 
Autodesk Moldflow. 

 
Figure 1. Experiment Matrix on different bonding Configuration 

Simulation tool with time lapse comparison shows that, the 
completion of encapsulation process gives faster for bigger die 
size or higher wire density package as shown in figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Experiment result on different bonding configuration 

This had explained that with constant control on material 
(compound types), process method and process parameter (cavity 
temperature, transfer pressure, and transfer profile), package with 
bigger die size or higher wire density will experience the 
continuous transfer pressure from plunger after complete fill up 
the cavity [13].  Higher compactness on package occurs once the 
compound has been compressed with the set transfer pressure. 

3. Temperature Control Sensitivity  

Temperature control is one of dominant factors that can 
greatly affect molding quality [14]. Figure 3 showed the failure 
mode of mold void detected during production. The magnitude of 
mold void losses are significantly different by equipment types. 
“Equipment A” with pin gate concept shows much higher losses 

as compared to “Equipment F” which is standard mold concept as 
shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 3. Mold void defect mode 

     

 
Figure 4. Mold void trend by equipment 

Investigation shows that the temperature monitoring trend for 
“Equipment A” is instable compared to “Equipment F” as shown 
in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Temperature monitoring Trend 

To understand the behaviour of the temperature fluctuations, 
three areas of focus are defined:  
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1) Mold design;  

2) Heater system; and  

3) Robustness of Thermocouple wires. 

Mold designs of these two types of equipment are assessed. 
Figure 6 showed the standard molding concept. The mold runner 
flow across the rows through the leadframe. The runner which is 
removed later at the degate station together with the cull. For the 
standard mold design, mold cavity temperature is stable and 
sustainable as top cavity and bottom cavity are same temperature 
setting on solid piece of metal. 

 
Figure 6. Standard mold design 

Figure 7 shows pin gate molding concept. The mold runner 
flow through a middle plate, middle plate is a moving part 
whereby it will de-cull the runner and cull during mold open. Due 
to the middle plate which is moving part and no heater element 
attached on it, the temperature is always unstable with +/- 5 degree 
fluctuation caused by heat losses during mold process cycle.  

 
Figure 7. Pin gate mold design 

Further investigation found that two individual heater 
controls are designed into this molding system one on mold 
housing and the other on mold chase. This leads to complexity of 
temperature synchronization of two controls: heating and cooling 
ones [16].  Figure 8 showed the schematic illustration of the 
heating and control of pin gate molding system. The heater 
locations and thermocouples and their number can cause the 
response time to delay for the heaters to turn on or off. All these 
factors have caused the fluctuation of the temperature of 

equipment A to wider ranger. Within a molding system, there are 
four presses. Figure 9 showed temperature variations within a 
press and between press-to-press. 

 
Figure 8. Two individual heaters in one mold press 

 
Figure 9.  Recorded online temperature variations for four molding presses  

 
Figure 10. Mold temperature monitoring results after actions taken 

After empirical data collection, analysis of the data, and 
understanding the molding hardware, two key actions are 
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formulated to overcome the design limitations: a) Single housing 
heating by disable chase heater to eliminate the temperature 
control synchronization, and b) Minimizing the waiting time for 
auto sleep mode to minimize the heat losses at middle plate and 
cavity. With the two key actions taken, mold temperature has been 
stabilized as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 also showed that sporadically mold temperature can 
fluctuate on a wide range. Thermocouple wire connector design is 
the third weakness observed, which can cause unstable 
temperature. The existing design with thin thermocouple wire 
attached to TC connector which is easy to spoil if there are any 
mishandling during install.  An enhanced connector design which 
is more solid and user friendly being introduced into the new 
molding system. The robust and user friendly connector will not 
be only replaced by the existing one used in the production floor, 
but new machine will be introduced with this new connector. 

4. Transfer Pressure  

 In addition to molding temperature, transfer pressure is 
another key controllable process parameter which can greatly 
influence the molding quality. In this paper, molding equipment 
F is used to study the effect of transfer pressure due to its 
equipment with online real-time pressure monitoring. In this 
equipment platform, transfer pressure in is monitored under a 
system called Final Transfer Pressure Control (FTPC). It 
measures the applied pressure and stops the transfer movement 
when the required transfer pressure has been reached. 

4.1. Process Monitoring Fundamentals  

 Figure 11 shows a transfer pressure graph in which the 
transfer position is against the transfer pressure.  

 
Figure 11. Transfer pressure graph 

A description of the event taking place at each number in 
figure 11 is given below:  

1. Red line is transfer pressure set point (i.e. 10.5 MPa). 

2. After compound pellets are loaded into the press and they 
were heat up while the mold closes, the transfer starts moving 
from its start position which is called pellet load position.  

3. There will be a light pressure built up because of the resistance 
of the plungers in the sleeves and partly melted pellet is 
pushed up in the sleeve.  

4. The compound melts and the transfer moves further up. 
During the transfer movement, the pressure slightly increases 
because fluid compound goes through the runners and the 
narrow gates, which are expected having some resistance.  

5. During this transfer process stage, all compound is melted and 
the pressure built up is caused by the resistance of the 
compound in the runners, at the gate and in the package.  

6. Now, the cavities are completely filled, the air is pushed out 
through the air vents and the pressure starts to build up in the 
package. The position from which the line starts rising rapidly 
equals the cull height.  

7. During the fast increase of the pressure, the plunger springs 
are compressed beyond the spring preload pressure.  

8. From this point, the transfer starts compressing the spring.  

9. At the final stage, the plunger springs are compressed. The 
slope of the line depends on the type of spring used in the 
mold. The transfer move stops when final transfer pressure 
(required packing pressure) reaches the set point, mold 
process is completed. 

4.2. Transfer Pressure Mechanical System  

The transfer pressure mechanical system is dictated by two 
critical components: 1) Plunger beam and 2) plungers as shown in 
Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Plunger and plunger beam for molding compound transfer 

4.3. Plunger Beam and Plunger  

Figure 13  showed the cross section view of an assembled 
plunger system. The plungers are fitted under a pre-defined 
tension by means of the compression spring (C). Different spring 
diameters (recognizable by color type) are used, depending on the 
required spring force and transfer pressure. The higher part of the 
plunger (F) is screwed to the lower plunger part (shoulder pin (E) 
and spring (C)) by means of a long socket screw (D).  
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Figure 13. Cross sectional view of plunger beam and plunger 

4.4. Transfer movement  

The transfer movement consists of four critical pre-set 
positions. The first position is the starting position which is in 
compound pellet load position. The second position is the pellet 
crush position. At this position, the plunger beam waits until the 
pellet preheat time has finished. The third position is the “Cull 
Height” (CH) position. Generally, at this point, the plunger cannot 
move up higher and the cavities are completely filled. But, the 
transfer movement is not yet applying pressure to epoxy. The end  
position is the plunger move up to the CH position but the 
plungers themselves cannot go higher because the cull is blocking 
this. However, the transfer beam upward movement will cause the 
cull to compress further by the flexible spring. Figure 14 showed 
the four critical positions of plunger beam and plunger positions. 

 
Figure 14. Four critical plunger beam and plunger positions 

Cull height setting is one of the crucial parameters that can 
influence the compactness of the package. However, when the cull 
height parameter is set lower than the actual cull height, this may 
deform the product with deform dambar. Therefore, the set end 
position must be always lower than the cull height. If not, the 
maximum transfer pressure cannot be attained.  

4.5. Transfer Pressure Effects 

Transfer end pressure can go higher through the setting of 
higher plunger position. Different spring type used can deliver 
different transfer end pressures which purely depend on the cavity 
designs. When the transfer pressure is too low, this may cause an 
incomplete fill and air in the package. When the pressure is too 
high, this may cause die damage or compound leakage. For this 
paper a case study of plunger beam movement effect on final 
packing is examined. Figure 15 showed two molding defects due 
to insufficient transfer pressure. 

 
Figure 15. Two modes of molding defect caused by insufficient transfer pressure 

The transfer movements and settings in section 4.4 are used 
as the base for the investigation. The frequent FTPC error 
triggering at the end filling stage has led to the finding; at the end 
position the plunger beam upward movement has obstruction. 
This incomplete final movement had prevented the final 
compactness of the compound to happen. The root cause of this 
incomplete plunger beam movement is resulted from fabrication 
error of plunger holder as shown in Figure 16 below. 

 
Figure 16. Plunger beam with un-through slot for plunger shaft movement 

A new plunger holder with through slot was fabricated and 
installed into the molding machine as in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. A plunger holder beam with through slot to facilitate free plunger 

movement 
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Figure 18. Improvement of molding defects after the corrective action 

implementation 

4.6. Transfer Pressure and Transfer Time Correlation 
The effect of transfer time and transfer pressure on short mold 

and void formation during encapsulation is evaluated in this study. 
Both short mold and void formation during transfer molding 
process will affect the long term reliability [17-19] of the package 
being molded. The tool being used to visually quantity the defect 
of short mold and void formation is low power scope. Others 
primary molding process parameters such as top and bottom mold 
chase temperature, mold compound transfer time are fixed with 
nominal setting during the evaluation. To minimize the influence 
of the cleanliness of mold tool on the results, mold die cleaning 
and conditioning were performed prior to the test. The cleanliness 
is extended to all the air ventilation area, runner and pot area as 
well.  

The transfer time is defined according to the recommended 
mold temperature from the melting viscosity curve for compound 
material A as shown in Figure19. Output response on short 
molding and void percentage rate are computed and samples are 
inspected under low power scope by one dedicated inspector. 
Table 1 and 2 show the Design of Experiments matrix for transfer 
pressure and transfer time respectively. 

 
Figure 19. Melting Viscosity chart for compound material A 

Table 1. Experiment Matrix of transfer Pressure 

 
Table 2. Experiment Matrix of transfer time 

 

High density manufacturing platform is utilized to carry the 
evaluation. DOE matrix 1 and 2 from Figure 21 show the short 
molding and void defect inspection results from high density lead 
frame. The DOE samples are molded with 2 different transfer 
pressure, low pressure and high pressure. The remaining others 
primary parameters are all set at nominal values. There is no 
significant improvement being observed in term of failure rate 
when transfer pressure increased from low to high with the fixed 
transfer time [16]. This confirmed that the air trap in the cavity is 
not due to insufficient compactness during the material transfer to 
cavity. To gain further understanding, short-shot analysis and 
mold flow simulation are carried out to further validate the void 
formation mechanisms and the final air trapped location. 

Figure 20 shows the result of shot-shot simulation. It shows 
the similar behaviour where the air is trapped at end mold flow 
position and leads to short mold or void formation, which is 
matching with the current molding defect and location.  

DOE matrix 3, 4 and 5 from Figure 21 show the short 
molding and void inspection result. No significant difference was 
observed from the matrix 3,4 and 5. According to the viscosity 
curve, control parameter is the optimum point to achieve the most 
“liquefy” mold compound flow during the transfer of compound 
to cavity. The optimum processing parameters, transfer mold is 
locked at existing parameter for further DOE. 

 
Figure 20. Short-Shot simulation result 

 
Figure 21. DOE Matrix result for transfer pressure and transfer time 

5. Conclusion 

In order to improve the molding processing and reduce the 
rejection by more than 10%, the following three areas have to be 
focused: 1) enable only single temperature control instead of dual 
temperature control to stabilize the temperature. 2) To overcome 
the challenge of molding process, consideration of internal 
product structure‘s design such as wire size, die size, number of 
wires, and wire orientation which can cause unwanted mold 
defects. In addition, up-front analysis by adopting numerical tool 
to understand the existing design and improvement options are 
proven to be useful. 3) Fix the fabrication error of the plunger 
holder to overcome the incomplete plunger beam movement 
which resulted insufficient transfer pressure. On top of that, online 
process monitoring such as Advance Process Control (APC) is not 
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only useful to control the process but also a good tool to diagnose 
the design weakness. 
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